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consists of n mutually aware processors trying to cooperatively compute a function of their respective inputs (see
e.g. [6, 281). In distinction with this traditional paradigm,
processors in an aggregate do not in general know of all the
other members, nor do they generally know the tOpOlOgy
of the network. The processors are typically not all trying
cooperatively to compute one function or perform a specific
set of tasks; in general no coordination is assumed. A prime
example of an aggregate is the Internet.
Electronic interactions over an aggregate, such as economic transactions, transmission of medical data, data storage, and telecommutiug, pose security risks inadequately
addressed in computer science research. In particular, the
issue of the security of concurrentexecutions is often ignored
(but not always, e.g., [4] in a different setting). In this paper we address this issue in the context of zero-knowledge
interactions (and thus continue research initiated in [16] on
zero-knowledge interactions in an aggregate.)
A zero-knowledge protocol is supposed to ensure that no
information is leaked during its execution. However, when
zero-knowledge interactions are executed concurrently both
parties can be at risk. Consider the case of zero-knowledge
prooh the verifier faces the possibility that the prover with
which it is interacting is actually using some concurrently
running second interaction as an Uoracle” to help answer the
verifier’s queries - this is the classic chess master’s problem.
Thus, for example in the case of a proof of knowledge, the
interaction may not actually yield a proof. This is an issue
of potential malleabilityof the interactive proof system, and
is addressed in [16].
The prover faces the risk that concurrent executions of
a protocol by a single prover (with one or more verifiers)
may leak information and may not be zero-knowledge in
toto. (The problem is slightly more general than this; we
elaborate in Section 2.) In this case the interaction remains a proof but may fail to remain zero-knowledge. To
date, no zero-knowledge proof system has been proven zeroknowledge under concurrent execution. Indeed, recent work
of Kiian and Petrank suggests that certain types of fourround interactive proof systems and arguments’ cannot remain zero-knowledge under concurrent execution [34].
The situation is reminiscent of the case of parallelizing
the iterations of a zero-knowledge interactive proof (P, V).
Such a proof consists of a basic block that is iterated L times
in order to ensure that the verifier will accept the proof of a
false statement with a probability that shrinks exponentially
in k. For example, if the basic block consists of
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ainSle prover (with one or more verifiers) may leak information and may not be zero-knowledge in toto; for example, in
the case of zero-knowledge interactive proofs or arguments,
the interactions remain proofs but may fail to remain zeroltnowlcd~e, This paper addresses the problem of achieving
concurrent zero-knowledge,
We introduce timing in order to obtain zero-knowledge
in concurrent executions. We assume that the adversary is
conntrained in its control over processors’ clocks by what we
call an (cr,j+constroint for some o < p: for any two processorsPr and Pa, if A measures (Yelapsed time on its local
clock nnd Pz measures /3 elapsed time on its local clock, and
Pz atarts ajtcr PI does, then P2 will finish after PI does. We
obtain four-round almost concurrent zero-knowledge interactive proofs and perfect concurrent zero-knowledge arguments for every language in NP. We also address the more
apccific problem of Deniable Authentication, for which we
propose efilcicnt solutions.
1 Introduction
A distributed computing aggregate is a collection of physically neparntcd processors that communicate via a heteroSeneoun network. To date, research applications of cryptographic techniques to distributed systems have overwhelmingly concentrated on the paradigm in which the system
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‘In an argumenf the prover is polynomial time bounded.
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An adversary controlling the verifiers can arrange that
the Step 1 commitments to queries made by verifiers l{‘i+l,, , . ,
& can depend on messagessent by t,he prover in Step 2 of
its interaction with I<. It is a well-known open problem how
to simulate transcripts with this interleaving in polynomial
time; the difficulty with the straightforward approach is that
once the queries in the interaction with I$ are opened (in
Step 3), it becomesnecessary to re-simulate Step 2 of the interaction with vi, and therefore the entire simulation of the
interaction with verifiers L&l,. . . , Vn must be re-simulated.
The most deeply nested transaction, wit.1~I%, is simulated
roughly 2” times.
It is possible that the definition of zero-knowledge (i.e.,
simulateable) is too demanding: interact,ione that leak no
“useful” information may nonetheless not be simulateable.
Thii is the philosophy in [22], and the mobivation for ruitncss
indistingulhability,
In the same spirit, me suggest three
ideas for esploration:

;ff:bER{o,l}
’ : open

h&

then the parallelizat,ion looks like
P ---c Ir : Commit to J&j’, Mi,. . . , i$,
V-P:b~...b~~R{O,l}k
P-v:open
h&,,...,hfb,

il@

This natural parallelization is probably not zero-knowledge;
indeed Goldreich and Krawczyk have shown that if L is
any language having a t,hree-round zero-knowledge (blackbos simulatable) proof with negligible probability of error,
then L E BPP (see [26] for this and analogous results
for zero-knowledge arguments and constant round Arthurhlerlin games).
In many cases t,he parallelizat.ion can be modified to
achieve zero-knowledge by prepending a step in which the
verifier commits to bl , . . . , bk (see [lo, 22, 261):

1. introduce a notion of time to sufficient,ly rest,rict the
behavior of an adversarial scheduler that the resulting esecution is always simulateable (an explicit we of
time);

1. VbP:Commlt
tob1,..., h
V : Commit to hl,‘, hi,‘, . . . , M,f, Aff
open bl,...,bt
4. p - v: open&,...,hfb,
2. P -+
3. V-P:

2. use “moderately hard” functions t,oenforce timing constraints (an implicit use of time);

Since t,he verifier is completely committed to its queries before t,he prover sends any message, the simulation is easy:
commit to random noise, wait until the verifier reveals its
queries, then re-wind and choose a new sequenceof commitments so bhat, the - now known - queries bl, . . . , bk can
be answered, and finish the simulation. To ensure that the
prover’s commit.ments at Step 2 are independent of the verifier’s commitments at Step 1, t,he Step 1 commitments are
information-theoretic.
In the concurrent, scenario, since there are many verifiers,
and since they are not all known to t,he prover (or provers)
before interaction with 6he first verifier begins, there is no
algorithmic way to force all subsequent verifiers to commit
to t,heir queries before the first interaction begins. (There
may be meta-methods, for esample, involving certified public keys for t,he verifiers, but we do not consider such approaches here, and in any case at, best such methods move
the burden to some initial step.) Consider the following
nested interleaving, shown in Diagram 1 below, of n colluding verifiers 15, . . . , I& following the generic four-round
protocol described above with a single prover.
K
Step 1
Step 2

vz

...

3. enhance the power of the simulator or relax t.hc requirements on the output distribution.
Our precise notion of an esplicit use of time is an (a,#
constraint (for some (Y 5 /3): for any two (possibly the
same) non-faulty processors PI and P2, if PI meawrcs LY
elapsed time on it.s local clock and P2 measures fl elapsed
time on its local clock, and if in addition Pa begins its mcasurement in real t.ime no sooner than Pi begins, then PA
will finish no sooner than PI does. An (cx,/~) constraint is
implied by most reasonable assumptions on t,he behavior of
clocks in a system (e.g. the linear drift assumption). The
(CY,@-constraint is important for correctness of the protocol
for both parties involved, i.e., zero-knowledge in concurrent
zero-knowledge proofs and arguments (Protocols II and II’)
and unforgeabiity (soundness) and deniability in the Deniable Authentication protocols (Protocols III, IV and V).
However, if the time-frame (Yis too short (not allowing somu
parties sufficient time to compute and send messages),then
the completeness of those protocols is endangered.
It is often possible to partially eliminate the esplicit use
of time from concurrent zero-knowledge arguments by cmploying moderately hardfunctions, possibly wibh shortcuCinformation [1712. Intuitively, these funct,ions are used in order
to make sure that a certain party operating wit.hin in a t,ime
limit CYmay not estract secret information, but an off-line
simulator having sufficient time may estract this information; in this sense they supplement the ((Y,@)-constraint.
In the same spirit, in some protocols me achieve a olightly
relased notion of zero-knowledge, which we call s-knowledge,
requiring that for any polynomial t.ime bounded advcroary
A and for any 0 < E = o(l), there esists a simulator running in time polynomial in the running t,ime of A and c-l

v,

Step 1
Step 2
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 3
Step 4

2A short-cut behaves similarly to a trapdoor function, cscopt
that the gap between what can be computed having the ohortcut and not having the short-cut is polynomial rather than the
(conjectured)
super-polynomial
gap between whnt can be done
having the trapdoor information
and not having the trapdoor
information.

Step 3
Step 4
Diagram 1. A t,roublesome interleaving.
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that outputs simulated transcripts with a distribution Eindiotingiohable from the distribution on transcripts obtained when the prover interacts with (verifiers controlled
by) A, (By e-indistin8uishabie we mean that no polynomial
time observer can distinguish the two distributions with advantage bcttcr than e,) For a discussion of related topics,
ace [20],
To under&and the significance of e-knowledge, suppose
WChave a oimuiator that runs in time S(n, l/c,d(n)), where
d(n) ia the running time of an adversary A interacting with
tha prover on inputs of length pt. Suppose further that there
1s a tnsit wi~osc ~ucccss can be recognized (e.g., solving an
NP ncarch problem or breaking a particular cryptosystem).
Suppose that there is a procedure II that takes part in an
e&nowicd~c proof and then solves the given task. Let T(n)
bo the total running time of II (including the interaction
and the Halving of the task) and let P(n) be the probability
that II succccdo in solving the task. Under the normal definition of zero-itnowied6e, where the simulator runs in time
S’(n,d(n)), we have that without the interaction one can
with success probacompieta the task in time S’(n,T(n)),
bility P(n) - p(n), where p(n) is negligible.
l?or our model, without the interaction, one can complete
the tonic in time S(n, 1/2P(n), T(n)), with successprobability p(n) - P(n)/2 = P(n)/2 (ignoring negligible terms).
Since we assume we can recognize when the task is complotcd oucccssfuiiy, the claim above follows by a contradiction argument: if the probabiiity were smaller, then thii
took would be a distinguisher between simulated and real
interactions with better than P(n)/2 distinguishing power,
a contradiction.
Thin implies in particular that if the original breaking
tack could be achieved in polynomial-time with an inverse
poiymomiai probability of successafter interacting in the Eknowledge proof, then it will still be achievable in thii way
without the interaction (although possibly requiring much
more time),
Summary of Results: We introduce timing in order to
obtnin zero-knowicdge in concurrent executions. We obtain four-round concurrent e-knowledge interactive proofs
and pcrfcct concurrent zero-knowledge arguments for every
inngun8c in NP under an ((~,p) constraint. (Without the
liming constraint we are limited by an impossibility result
of [34],) The protocol remains zero-knowledge independent
of how mnny different theorems the prover (or provers) is
proving in the concurrent interactions (Section 3). In Section 4 we 8ivc aevcral examples of protocols for the case
of Ileniairle nuthentication (discussed next). In particular,
Protocols IV and V arc concrete and efficient solutions to
the problem.

1.1

An llluotratlvc

Example:

Deniable Authentication

[la] presents an extremely simple protocol for what is there
termed public I;eg authentication, a relaxation of digital signature@that permits an authenticator AP to authenticate
mcasae;csm to a second party V, but in which the authentication needn’t (and perhaps shouldn’t!) be verifiable by a
third pnrty, To emphasize this last point we use the term
doniablc authentication and strengthen the definition in [16]
by Mating on dcniability.
Similar to a digital signature scheme, a deniable authentication Pichcmccnn convince V that AP is willing to authenticate rn, However, unlike the case with digital signatures,
deniable authentication does not permit V to convince a

third party that AP has authenticated m - there is no “paper trail” of the conversation (other than what could be
produced by V alone). Thus, deniable authentication is incomparable with digital signatures. Deniable authentication
differs from the concepts of undeniabZesignature introduced
in 1989 by Chaum and Van Antwerpen [12] and chameleon
signature introduced by Krawczyk and R&m [36], in that
deniable authentication is not intended for ultimate adjudication by a third party, but rather to assure V - and only
V - of the validity of the message (see [24] for an excellent
discussion of work on undeniable signatures). In addition to
addressing the privacy needs cited in the literature on undeniable signatures, zero-knowledge public key authentication
also provides a solution to a major commercial motivation
for undeniable signatures: to provide proof of authenticity
of software to authorized/paying customers only. In particular, proving authenticity of the software to a pirate does
not in any way help the pirate to prove authenticity of pirate
copies of the software to other customers.
Another nice application of deniable authentication is
in authenticating “off the record” remarks that arc not for
attribution. The prover’s public key allows a reporter to be
certain of the identity of the source while providing plausible
deniabiity.
The notion of non-malleable security for a public key authentication scheme, defined in [16], is analogous to that of
existential unforgeability under an adaptive chosen plaintext
attackfor signature schemes[32], but we must make sure to
take care of PIM (“person-in-the-middle”) attacks.
In terms of the discussion above, the definition of nonmalleable security in this context is concerned with protecting the verifier against an imposter trying to impersonate
the prover (authenticator) and falsely “authenticatin$ the
messagem. A deniable authentication protocol satisfying
the definition of non-malleable security clearly also provides
some protection for the prover/authenticator; for example,
even though the protocol may not be zero-knowledge, it protects any private key used in the authentication to a great
extent - otherwise it would be possible to impersonate the
authenticator by learning the private authentication key.
The following public key authentication protocol appears
in [16] (see also [18]). P’s public key is E, chosen according to a non-malleable public key cryptosystem generator. (Roughly speaking, a public key cryptosystem is
non-malleable if, for all polynomial time relations R (with
certain trivial exceptions), seeing an encryption E(cy) Gdocs
not help” an attacker to generate an encryption E(P) such
that R(a,@.) In all our protocols we assume that the mcssage m to be authenticated is a common input, known to
both parties. Also, if any messagereceived is of the wrong
format, then the protocol is terminated. In particular, if the
messagereceived by P in Step 1 below is not an encryption
of a string with prefix m, then P terminates the protocol.
The concatenation of x and y is denoted z o y.
Protocol 0: Public Key Authentication
1. ~~~:yE~~(mor),rE~{O,l}”
2. P*V:r

Although proved in [IS] to be non-malleably secure, Protocol 0 is not zero-knowledge. However, the protocol is
easily modiied to be zero-knowledge by the addition of a
proof of knowledge. (A zero-knowledge interactive proof
is a proof of knowledge if there is a polynomial time simulator to extract the information for which knowledge is
being proved [21].) Clearly, once it is zero-knowledge the
interaction yields no “paper trail” of involvement by the
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prover/aubhenticator, under sequential esecut,ions by the
same prover/authenticator.
For t,he modification we use an information-theoretic commitment scheme K~~,sa,p(f) [13] to commit to a string r.
Kn,m( r 1 is defi ned as f ouows: 91,g2 generate the same qsized subgroup of Z!;, where q is a large prime dividing p- 1.
Given 91, g2, and p, commit to x by sending gfgg mod p
where z ER Z,. Note bhat this is diit,ributed uniformly in
the subgroup generated by g1 for all x. Decommitment is by
revealing x and J. Note that if the committer knows a such
thatt.g2 s gp mod p, t,hen the “commit~ment~can be opened
arbitrarily, so the securit,y of the commitment relies on the
hardness of finding discrete logarit,hms modulo p.
Protocol I: SeqZK Deniable Authentication
1. V-+P:
E(mor), g1,g2,p
2. P - 1’ : Kg,,,,,,(r)
3. V - P : s,~, where s is the string of random
bits used for bhe encryption in Step 1
open commitment
4. P-V:
Intuitively, t& protocol “should be” zero-knowledge because Step 2 yields no information about r even informationthsoreficall~.
However, standard simulation techniques fail
for concurrent esecutions; t,he difficult transcripts are those
in which t,he adversary nests many executions. We do not
know if Protocol I remains zero-knowledge under concurrent,
esecutions by the same AP. Similarly, if there is a collection
of A%, all using bhe same secret key, concurrent esecutions
of the protocol may not be zero-knowledge.
Related work.
For a discussion of at.tempts to conetruct
parallel zero-knowledge protocols, see[3] and Goldreich, Chapter 6 [25]. The problem of concurrent zero-knowledge was
considered by several groups including Kilian and Petrank
[34 and Bellare, Impagliazzo and Jakobsson [2]. The use of
timing considerations to ensure soundness and zero-knowledge
is new. The only work we aware of that uses timing in zeroknowledge profocols is Brands and Chaum [ll], in which
very accurate timing is needed in order to prevent person-inthe-middle attacks by distant processors. Note that timing
has been suggested as a cryptanalytic tool - t.he best esample is Kocher’s timing attack [35] - so it follows that any
implementation of a cryptographic protocol must be time
aware in some sense. The use of moderately hard functions
was ingroduced by Dmork and Naor [17]. The application as
time-capsule was considered by Bellare and Goldwasser [l].
The notion of “time-lock puzzles” is discussed by Ftivest,
Shamir, and Wagner [39].
2

Model

and Definitions

Timing.
In our protocols, processors (or machines) use local clocks to measure elapsed time. In any esecution the
adversary has control over t,he timing of events, subject to
an (CE,@-constraint (for some Q’2 8): for any two (possibly
the same) non-faulty processors PI and P2, if PI measures
a elapsed time on its local clock and P2 measures p elapsed
time on its local clock, and if in addition P2 begins its measurement.in real time no sooner than PI begins, f.hen P2 wiII
finish no sooner than PI does. The particular constraint may
vary between protocols and must be stated esplicitly as part
of the description of any protocol.

Zero-Knowledge
and Concurrent
Zero-Knowledge
In the
original “black bos” forumulation of zero-knowlcdgc proof
systems [31], an interactive proof system (P,V) for a language L is computat,ional (or perfect) ,-era-~nowkdgcif there
esists a probabilistic, espected polynomial t,ime oracle machine S, called the simulator, such that for every probabilhtic polynomial time verifier strategy V*, the distributiono
(P, V’)(x) and Sv*( x ) are computationally indistinguiohable (or identical) whenever x E L. Here, formally, the
machine V’ is assumed to take as input a partial converttion transcript, along with a random tape, and output the
verifier’s nest response. This defintion also holds in the cam
of arguments or computationally-sound proofs, where the
prover and verifier are both probabilistic polynomial t,imc
machines.
To investigate preservation of zero-knowledge in a distributed setting, we consider a probabilistic polynomial timc
adversary that controls many verifiers simultaneoudy. Here,
the adversary A will take as input a partial converoat,ion
transcript of a prover interact.ing with several verifiers concurrent.ly. Hence the transcript, includes with each message
sent or received by the prover, the local time on the prover’o
clock at which the event occurred. The output of “4 will
either be a tuple (receive, V, LY,t), indicat.ing that P receives
messageQ from V at time t on P’s local clock, or (send, V, t),
indicating that P must send a message to V at t,ime i on
P’s local clock. The adversary must output a local t.ime for
P that is greater t.han all the t,imes given in the t,ranscript
that was input to A (the adversary cannot rewind P), and
standard well-formedness condit,ions must apply. If &se
conditions are not met, this corresponds to a non-real situation, so such transcripts are simply discarded. Note that we
assume that if the adversary specifies a response t,ime 2 for
the prover that violates a timing constraint of the protocol
with V, the prover should answer with a special null rcsponse which invalidates the remainder of the conversat,ion
with verifier V. The distribution of transcripts gcneratcd
by an adversary A interacting wit.h a prover P on common
input x is denoted (P * d)(x).
An argument or proof system (P, V) for a language L
is computational (or perfect) concurrent zero-hnomledgc if
there esists a probabilistic, espected polynomial t,ime oracle machine S such that for every proba%listic polynomial
time adversary A, the distributions (P ++ d)(r) and P’(B)
are computationally indistinguishable (or ident.ical) whenever 2 E L.
An argument or proof system (P,V) for a language L
is computational concurrent e-Eraoudcdge if for every E $ 0,
there esists an oracle machine S, such that for every probabiibic polynomial time adversary A, the running time of
Sd is polynomial in II and l/s, and any probabilist,ic polynomial time machine B that attempts to distinguish between
the distributions (P H d)(x) and S’(x) will have advantage at most E whenever x E L.
When the prover acts honestly and follow the protocol,
it does not matter if there is a single ent,ity that is acting as
the prover for all verifiers, or if t,here are many entities that
are acting as provers for subsets of the verifiers, since t,hc
actions of the provers would be the same, and in our model,
the timing of events is cont,rolled by the advereary.
NIZK.
In a non-interacbive zero-knowledge (NIZK) proof [a,
8, 9, 231the prover P and verifier V have a common input x
and also share a random string 0, called the reference &ring,
of length polynomial in the length of x. To convince t,he vcrifier of the membership of x in some fised NP language L,
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the prover io allowed to send the verifier a single message
m = P(z,u), computed (probabiitically)
as a function of
z and o, The probabilistic polynomial time verifier must
decide whether or not to accept as a function of z, u, and
on, Such an interaction (P, V) is an NIZK proof system for
L if: (1) If 2 E L, for all u, (P, V)(z, 0) accepts. (2) If 2 4 L,
for all P’, the probability over Q and the random coins of
P and V that (P’, V)(z, 0) accepts is negligible. (3) There
existo a probabilistic polynomial time simulator S such that,
if z E L, then the distributions S(z) and (u, P(z, c)), where
in the lntter distribution u is chosen uniformly, are computationally indistinguishable. We further ask that the prover
he probabilistic polynomial time, but also allow that in the
case when 2 E L, the prover is given a witness w for the
membership of x E L, The distribution (u, P(z, a, w)) must
be computationally indistinguishable from S(z) no matter
how the witness UJis chosen. We use the variant proposed
by [23], in which any polynomial number of NP statements
cnn be proven in zero-knowledge using the same reference
string d (see [33] for a more efficient implementation).
String Commitment.
A string commitment protocol between sender A and receiver B consists of two stages: (1)
The commit stage: A has a string (Y to which she wishes
to commit to B. She and B exchange messages. At the
end of the stage B has some information that represents
(Y, but B should gain no information about the value of (Y.
(2)The reuealsta&e: at the end of thii stage B knows CY.The
literature discusses two types of bit or string commitment:
computational and information-theoretic. These terms describe the type of secrecy of the committed values offered
by the scheme. In computational string commitment there
lo only one possible way of opening the commitment. Such a
scheme in designed to be secure against a probabilistic polynomial time receiver and an arbitrarily powerful sender. In
informntion theoretic commitment it is possible to open the
commitment in two ways, but the assumed computational
boundcdness of the sender prevents him from finding a second way. Such a scheme is designed to be secure against an
nrbitrnrily powerful receiver and a probabilistic polynomial
time prover, See[lG] for a formal definition of computational
commitment,

found in [IS].
3

Proofs and Arguments

We now describe and prove correct a general protocol for
concurrent c-knowledge proofs of NP statements. The protocol can be modified to yield concnrrent perfect zero-knowledge
arguments. Without the timing constraints the protocol is
the standard parallelization of the zero-knowledge proof for
Hamiltonian Circuit [27] (any other zero-knowledge proof
for an NP-complete problem could also be used). In that
protocol, the prover chooses a random permutation x of the
graph G and sends to the verifier for every pair of vertices i
and j, a commitment to the existence or nonetitence of the
edge (i, j). The verifier chooses a random bit q. If q = 0,
the prover opens all the commitments and sends the permutation n; if q = 1, the prover reveals only those edges in
a Hamiltonian circuit. The verifier either checks that the
graph revealed really maps to G under H-‘, or that all the
edges revealed really do form a Hamiltonian circuit.
This is iterated n times, where n is the size of the graph
or a security parameter.
In the parallehzed version, all n executions will be run
concurrently, with the verifier committing to the queries in
advance in order to ensure zero-knowledge [26]. The commitments in Step 1 are information-theoretic, so even an
arbitrarily powerful prover learns nothing about the committed values before the commitments are opened; moreover this implies that the Step 2 commitments are a fortiori
independent of the Step 1 commitments. We assume the
parameters for K are part of the prover’s public key. Commitments in Step 2 are computational (see, e.g., [37]), SO
even an arbitrarily powerful prover is really committed. We
do not require the prover to prove the same theorem in all
of its concurrent interactions.
Protocol
1.
2.
3.
4.

V
P
V
P

II:
-+
H
-4
-

Generic CoZKP with Timing
P : Commitment K(q) to m2 queries
V : C(graphs)
P : Open queries q
V : Reply to alI queries

Timing Constraints: (1) P requires the Step 3 messagebe
received within a (local) time from receipt of the Step 1
message; (2) P delays Step 4 until the entire interaction,
from the receipt of the Step 1 messageto the sending of the
Step 4 message, takes at least p local time; for the proof
to be zero-knowledge we require that the adversary adhere
to the (cu,B)-constraint. For completeness we must assume
that V can send the required messagesin local time (Y.
The folIowing theorem says that Protocol II is concurrent
s-knowledge, i.e., that there is a simulator that produces
transcripts &&stinguishable
from the true ones. Note that
this is a relaxation of the usual notion of zero-knowledge. As
we shall see, we remove this relaxation in Protocol II’.

Non-Mallcabllity,
This was introduced in [16] as a natural
ntreng$henin& of semantic security better suited to a distributed computing aggregate. Informally, in the context of
encryption the additional requirement is that given the ciphcrtcxt it is impossible to generate a differentciphertext so
that the respective plaintexts are related. The same concept
mnkes sense in the contexts of string commitment and zeroknowledge proofs of possession of knowledge. In this paper
we u5c non-malleable public-key cryptosystems resilient to
the followin& %ackoff-Simon” attacks [38]: The adversary
ban a ciphertext message u E E(m) she wishes to attack.
She ie given accessto a decryption mechanism, to which she
cnn make polynomially many adaptively chosen queries with
one exception: she cannot submit the query u.
Malleabilityspecifies what it means to “break” the cryptony&em, Informally, given a probabilistic polynomial time
computable relation R (with certain trivial restrictions) and
a ciphertext of a message(Y, the attacker is considered sueccnoful if she creates a ciphertestof /3 such that R(cu,B) = 1.
The cryptosystem is non-malleable if for every attacker A
there io an A’ that, without accessto the ciphertext of (Y,
oucceedswith similar probability as A in creating a ciphertext of l/ BUCh that R(cu,7) = 1. A formal definition can be

Theorem 3.1 Protocol II is computational concurrent
knowledge and sound.

E-

Proof. The proof of soundness appears in the full paper. If A
is t = q(n)-bounded, it can initiate at most q(n) concurrent
executions of the protocol. We first describe a procedure,
whose expected running time is polynomial (m t = q(n) and
hence in n), to simulate up to t concurrent executions of
the protocol. We then argue that simulated transcripts can
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be distinguished from actual transcripts lvith advantage at
most E.
Consider the first interaction, say \vit,h K. VI sends
K(ql) and t,he simulator replies wit,h C(Q) mhere rl is random noise. The simulator tries to estract ql. It is willing
in this process to start (at, -4% request) up to t - 1 other
concurrent, interactions. In each of these concurrent interactions it sends only commitments to random noise. Because
of the (a,@) constraint. it never has to issue t,he Step 4 reply
in these interactions. If, even after running up to t - 1 concurrent. interactions and waiting unbil time cy has elapsed,
the simulator has not received q1 from VI, then the simulator reivinds 15 to just after Step 1 and again tries to es&act
41. If after t2/s trials 15 has still not revealed 41, then VI
is declared conditionally delinquent. Intuitively, declaring a
verifier conditionally delinquent reflects a guess by the simulator that the probabiit,y t.hat t,he verifier lvill open its
committed queries (Step 3) in a timely fashion (i.e., before
a has elapsed on P’s clock since the receipt of t.he Step 1
message)given that none of the previously declared conditional delinquents opens its commit.ted queries in a timely
fashion, is at, most.c/i’. In this case t,he simulator is betting
that, this verifier Gil not, open its commitments (in a timely
fashion) later in t,he simulation (t,hereby causing additional
rewinding). Note that each of the t2/c t,rials requires C(h)
time, or, if \ve view a as a constant, then the bound is O(t).
In general, after the simulator initiates the first J - 1
interactions El, Ez,..., El-l, it starts E, and tries to estract q3. We call E, the current interaction. At thii point
each of El,..., E,-1 is classified into one of tsvo categories,
estructed or conditionally delinquent. Extracted means that
the queries qi have been estracted and a proper answer (for
Step 2) prepared for I<. This response may or may not have
been sent,; this depends on the scheduling controlled by A;
the important proper$ is that I$ need not be remound anymore. Conditionally Delinquent means bhat the verifiei: has
been declared conditionally delinquent. because it did not
esecute Step 3 Fvit,hin time a after many trials. The probability that such a verifier ~vill open its committed queries in
a timely fashion should be smaller than e/2t.
During the current. interaction Ej the estraction is done
as it vzas done for VI: When V, is declared conditionally
delinquent or when q3 has been estracted, Eg is rewound
until after the commitment to qJ (end of Step 1). The simulation is nolv ready for a nevl current esecubion. Thii Gil
be the nest, esecution in which some copy of P receives the
nest Step 1 message. The only difference (lvith the estraction at El) is bhat. no\v the simulator may have to handle
conditionally delinquent 1%that lvake up.
At any step in t.he extraction of q,, if a conditionally
delinquent. 1,: opens its queries qi in a timely fashion, then
this trial is not counted among the t2/.s attempts to est,ract
qj. All the esecutions are remound unbil the time just before
Step 2 of E,, and a different. value for r3 is chosen and committed to. The reGmling puts I< back to “sleep” - in t.he
state in which it has committed to its queries but not yet
opened them. The values q, are now known to the simulator
but they are ignored.
We treat a v~aking conditionally delinquent l$ differently
if it. a!vakens (within time cx) while me are tvaiting for a ne5v
15 following a successful est,raction of qJ1-l. This I$ should
be part of the output. transcript,. If at such a step of the simulation (not. during estraction), a conditionally delinquent
I’, opens its queries q, in a timely fashion, then essentially
lve abort. the esecution (and either restart or output the
empty transcript). As we shall see thii does not occur with

probability negligibly more than e/2t.
We now discuss the implicabion of a making condit,ionally delinquent verifier has on t.he run-time of the simulator and on t,he closeness of the simlated dist,ribution to
the distribution on real transcripts. For any verifier I{,
when K commits to qi there is an a priori probability, over
the choices of A and the prover in t,he remainder of the tconcurrent-esecution, that K \vill eventually open its commit,ment (Step 3). We now define a verifier I< being dclinquent, as opposed to conditionally delinquent, and shorn
that, verifiers declared “condit,ionally delinquent” are indeed
delinquent.
The definit.ion is recursive starting from 15. Let pi be t,hc
probability that verifier & opens its commitment to qi in a
timely fashion, conditioned on the event that no delinquent
verifier V;:I (8” < i) wakes up within time (Y (from the receipt
of \$I ‘8 Step I message). If pi 5 e/22 t$henI’, is delinquent.
We compute the probability that the simulat.ion will dcclare I< conditionally delinquent if pi 2 5, Recall that
limr--(
1- fu)” w e-f(z) when w
is o( 1). Assuming
that A cannot distinguish encryptionszof random noise from
encryptions of valid permutations of the graph, if p, 2 &
then the pr0babiit.y that none of the la/e at.tempts to estract. qi lvill succeed is at most (1 - $)sa/e. Setting z = t2/e
yields f(z) = t/2, so the condition on f(z) is satisfied !vhcn
E = o(l), and lve get a probability of e-*“, Thus, the probabiity of classifying Vi as conditionally delinquent lvhcn 15
is in fact not delinquent, is at most e-‘i2 + 1, where p io
the probability that A can break the Step 2 commit,mcnt
scheme and distinguish commitments of valid permutat,ionr-r
of bhe graph from commitments to random noise.
The only computationally detectable difference bctivvccn
the transcript,s produced by the simulator and the t,rue transcripts is that in the former no delinquent verifier ever wakes
up. Holvever, thii is a 101~probability event: its probability
is bounded by t - 2 = .5/a.
The effect of the waking of conditionally delinquent verifiers on the run-time of the extraction procedure for 15 is
relatively minor: a conditionally delinquent I$ lvill be 6he
first, to wake up in an espected e/2t fract.ion of t,he caxn,
adding a.n expected t aborted trials to the t2/e trials of 15,
El
Protocol II can be modified to yield Protocol II’ beloxv,
for mhich there exists a simulator that yields a dist.ribution
which is indistiguishable from the one produced in real interactions (no dependency on E). The version described bclom assumesthat the prover P is polynomial-t,ime bounded,
and is thus an argument-system (rather than a proof nyctern). The distribution output by the simulator in t,his GM
is actually identicalto the actual distribution on transcripts.
Protocol II’ requires 7 rounds of communication. A more
subt.le protocol, requiring only 5 rounds, appears in the full
paper. Both protocols require the Discrete Log Assumpt,ion.
The informat,ion-theoret,ic commit,ment protocol li used in
t,he protocol has been described in the Introduction.
Protocol II’: Generic Perfect CoZKA with Timing
0. P b V : primes pp,qp, and gp, hp e Z!&,, where
or+)
= qp, and hp = gk mod PP, for b En a,,.
1. v P : KgP,hp,p(q3 to dl n queries,
primes pv,qv, and gv, hv, hb E Z&,,,

;yr;,ord(gv)
7 qv, hv = (gv)a mod pv,
v = (gv)” mod PV, for a, a’ ER Z&
2. P b V : commitment using I~~~V,~l,,,p,,to all n
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response to the first query than in the second. From this,
M can recover a, and terminate. Thus, we have shown that
with probability roughy p’, M can break the DLA.
The proof of soundness above essentially relies on the
fact that Steps l-5 of Protocol II’ are zeroknow1edge for
the Verifier with respect to a. The simulator is essentially
contained in the machine M described above.

zqv

PV

4, P-+V:Openrp.
Sctr:=rv+rpmodqv
5, V--+P:Reveal{andc=ra+a’modqv
6. P + V : Check (hv)’ 0(hb) = (gv)’ mod pv.
Reply to queries, and reveal b.
Timing Coonatraints: (1) P requires the Step 5 messagebe
rcccivcd within (Y (local) time from receipt of the Step 1
mcssagc; (2) P delays Step 6 until the entire interaction,
from the receipt of the Step 1 messageto the sending of the
Step 6 message, takes at least p local time; for the proof
to be zero-know1edgewe require that the adversary be constrained by the ((v, p)- constraint. For completeness we must
assume that V can send the required messagesin local time
KY,
In Step 2 the prover commits to the graphs and then initiates a random string selection subprotocol for choosing the
string r used in Step 5 (explained below). Steps 3 and 4 are
pnrt of the string selection protocol. We prove the following
theorem,

Concurrent
Perfect Zero-Knowledge.
We will show formally that Steps l-5 are also a concurrent proof of knowledge of a. Essentially, this is the case because obtaining
Step 5 responsesfrom V for two different values of r, say rl
and ra, yields a linear system which can be solved for a and
a’. For proving concurrent perfect zero-knowledge, we show
how an expected polynomial-time simulator can in fact extract the discrete log a in this manner for every verifier, and
use thii to decommit in Step 6 to any desired value. The
formal proof follows:
The timing constraints give us the following:
Interleaving
Constraint:
While any verifier is in Steps
l-5, no new interaction can be started and proceed to Step
6.

We define a valid Step 5 response to be one which is received within time (Yof Step 1 and for which P’s Step 6 check
succeeds, i.e., hv - (h;)’ = g$ mod pv. We now describe a
subroutine of the simulator called Extract. The subroutine
takes two arguments, the name of a verifier x, and a partial
starting transcript T that includes the Step 1 messageof vi.
Extract (l$,T) is only called if the simulator already has
obtained one valid Step 5 response from Vi. The purpose of
calling Extract on V;:is to extract the a = log ,(hv) fixed
by x in Step 1. In &tract(K,T)
the skm&or repeats
the following procedure as many times as needed to obtain
another valid Step 5 response from K

Thcorom 3.2 Protocol II’ irr sound and is concurrent perjcct xcro-knowledge.
Proof, WC give only a sketch of the proof of soundness; a
complete proof appears in the full version. The proof of
perfect concurrent zero knowledge is given in full.

Soundncso, First, observe that if a commitment using
I<s,\,,n is revealed in two different ways, say g’r hdl = grahda,
then the discrete log of h with respect to g can easily be recovered; in this case it would be (rl - rz)/(sz - 81).
Formally, to argue soundness, we show that if any probabilistic polynomial time P’ can convince V of a false statement with probability p, then there exists a probabilistic
polynomial time machine M that can break the DLA with
probability p* - p(n), for some negligible function ,u. Here,
WCgive an informal argument to this effect. Note that there
is no need to argue this in a concurrent setting, since alI parameters to the commitment scheme K are used only once
for each (P, V) interaction. On input primes p, q, generator
g of a q-order subgroup of Z$, and h = ga, M(p, q, g, h) proceedsas fo11ows:M choosesc, r &! z,, and lets h’ = gC.h-‘.
M uses P’ as a subroutine, interacting with P’ through
Steps 0 and 1, using pv = p, qv = q, hv = h, and h: = h’.
M proceeds through Steps 2-4 with P’, and receives rp in
P*‘a Step 4 message, M then rewinds P’ to Step 3, and
sends rv = r - rp. If P’ then in Step 4 opens its commitmcnt to something other than rp, then M can immediately
extract a and terminate. If P*% Step 4 response is the same
as before, then M proceeds to Step 5, revealing its random
queries and sending the value of c that it had chosen in the
beginning. Note that P*‘s Step 6 check wvilI pass by construction of IL’, and P’ will reply correctly to all queries,
nnd supply b such that gk = hp. By assumption, we make
it this far with probability roughly p. Now, M rewinds P’
to Step 5, and using knowledge of b, decommits to a new
randomly chosen query vector, and gives the same c as before, Again by assumption, P* again gives a correct Step 6
response with probability roughly p. Now, with all but negligible probability, there is some query bit position which
is different in the second query vector than it was in the
flrat. In order for P’ to have answered correctly both times
on this bit, it must have revealed some edge differently in

Starting with partial transcript T, run a simulation until
either Vi gives a valid Step 5 response or more than time (Y
has passed on P’s local clock since K’s Step 1 messagewas
received. During this simtdation:
(1) For any verifiers introduced after the Step 1 messageof
I$, by the Interleaving Constraint, we know the simulator will never have to supply a Step 6 response in the
time allotted, so simulate the interaction with them
perfectly.
(2) If any verifier I$, introduced before the Step 1 message
of V;: gives a valid Step 5 response, then
@a) If the simulator has already extracted vj’s a,
then the simulator can decommit to any response
needed in Step 6, so it does so.
(2b) If not, the simulator executes Extract (vj ,T).
After executing Extract (I$, T) we will have received two
valid Step 5 responsesfrom V;:. If the two responsesreceived
are to the same query r, the simulator breaks the discrete
logarithm a by brute force, by trying all q possible values
for a. It is clear that this happens with probability only l/q
in each trial: rp is chosen randomly by the simulator, and
since only an information-theoretically secret commitment
to rp is given to V, rv can have no dependence on rp.
Hence rp + ry mod qv is truly random. If the simulator
does receive valid responses to rl # r2, the simulator uses
the two responses cr = rla + a’ and ca = rsa f a’ to solve
for a. This can always be done since iZq is a field. We call
such a verifier, whose a is known, neutralized.
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In Protocol III below we modTimed Proof of Knowledge
ify Protocol I by adding timing constraints. These are essentially the same as for the generic proof, t,he goal being to
ensure that in all esecutions the total t.ime exceeds the masimum time of the first 3 steps in any concurrent esecution.
Recall that a zero-knowledge interactive proof is a proof of
knowledge if there is a polynomial t.ime simulator to extract
the information for which knowledge is being proved [21].
The random strings q1 , . . . , qzn 3 are used to prove knowledge: intuitively, r can easily b e computed from its inner
product with n random strings, so t,he abiity to compute
the inner product of r with two thirds this many random
strings still hides much of r but convinces t,he prover that
t.he verifier knows T. We let x o y denote the concatenat,ion
of x and y, and x. y denote the inner product of x and y
modulo 2.

Now, to generate its t,ranscript the simulator begins a
simulation with the adversary. Whenever a verifier V that
has not already been neutralized gives a valid Step 5 response, the simulator calls Extract(I’,T),
where T is the
partial transcript up to and including the Step 1 message of
1’. When Extract terminates, V has been neutralized and
thus the simulator decommits in Step 6 to uniformly chosen valid responses to all queries. This continues until the
simulation is concluded.
The distribution of t.ranscripts produced by such a simulation is identical to bhose arising from an actual interaction with the adversary. It remains to be shown that
the expected running time of the simulator is polynomially bounded. Each trial wivibhinExtract, not counting time
taken by recursive function calls, certainly t,akes polynomial time, say O(n’). Let us analyze the espected running time of a function call to Extract. Now, condit.ioned on
some partial transcript T, let Xi denote t,he random variable for 6he time to complete Extractpi,T).
Let pi denote
the probability over simulations start,ing at T that V;: will
give its Step 5 response during a simulation trial. If l/l is
the first verifier appearing in T, then during ExtractfiG, T),
no recursive calls can be made for other verifiers. Hence,
XI < O(rf)((l/q)q + 1+ ~1 + (1 - n)(l -t XI)), and SJ by
lineEity of espectabion, E(Xl) 5 O(a’)&.
More generally,
if I’, is the i’th verifier appearing in the transcript T, then
-Xi < O(nc)(2+‘~pl,S,+p,+(l-pi)(l+Xi)),

Protocol III: CoZK Deniable Authentication
1. V ---+ P : Commitment to r En (0, 1)”
2. P--,V:q1,q2

3. V-P:

and NIZK proofs of consistency
for the inner products
4. P+V:r
Timing Constraints: (1) P requires the Step 3 messagebe
received within (Ylocal time from receipt of t.he Step 1 message; (2) P delays Step 4 until the ent,ire interaction, from
the receipt of the Step 1 messageto the sending of t,he Step 4
message, takes at least j3 local time. We assume that the
adversary is constrained by the (o, p) constraint.

and asimple

j=1

induction shows that. E(Xi) s O(n’)E.
Now, in the simulation, conditioned on a partial transcript T, the probability
that Ezfruct&,T)
will be called (from outside Extract) is
exactly pi. Thus, t.he expected amount of time the simulation will spend on Extrucf&,T)
is O(n”) - 3i. Since thii
does not depend on T, we can remove the conditioning and
conclude that the espected amount of t,ime the simulation
will spend in Extract for I$ will be O(n’) - 3i. We note that
the total number of verifiers t,hat can be present in the final
transcript is bounded by t,he amount of t,ime the adversary
runs for. Hence, if t,he adversary’s running t,ime is t(n), the
espected amount of time the simulation will spend in E&act
for all of the verifiers is O(nct(n)2). The rest of the simulation will certainly take no more t.han expected O(n’)l(n)
time, and so me conclude that the espected running time is
polynomial in 9z.3 0
Remark 3.3 In the case of arguments,
Protocol II can be partially
ately hard functions.
4

Protocols for Concurrent

eliminated

the use of timing

)..., Ilzn/3, each qI ER (41)”
E(mor),
r.ql,...,
r.q2n/3

Theorem 4.1 Protocol III is sound and is concurrent pcrfeet zero-knowledge.
Proof. (Sketch) The proof of soundness follows from t,he
non-malleability of E, much in the same way as in [16], and
the fact that NIZK “proofs” of false statements along with
reference strings can be forged that are computat~ionally indistinguishable from good NIZK proofs and random reference strings. The latter fact lets us argue that a cheating
prover trying to imitate P is not able to guess r from the
responsesto its Step 2 queries, because it cannot dist~inguish
valid protocol esecuaions from ones in which t,he Step 3 responses are wrong and the NIZK proofs and their reference
strings have been forged.
The proof of concurrent zero-knowledge is essent,ially identical to the proof of Theorem 3.2; The proof of Theorem 3.1
can also be adapted; however, in Protocol II the verifier
eventually explicitly reveals the value it commits to in Step 1,
while in the present casethe simulator must obtain this value
by knowledge estracbion. 0

in

by employing moder-

Deniable Authentication

Although t,he problem of achieving concurrent deniable authentication is solved by the general technique of the previous section, a further esploration of the problem yields
several “special purpose” solutions interesting because they
suggest very different techniques for coping with t,he problem of achieving zero-knowledge under concurrent executions that can be applied to other problems. Throughout
this section we assume the prover P is polynomial time
bounded (it is not clear what aut,hentication means if this
is not t,he case).

The nest protocol does
On-line Deniable Authentication
not achieve zero-knowledge; indeed there will be digitally
signed evidence that a conversation has t,aken place. However, the protocol ensures that the signature is only on random noise and a commitment to (different) random noise.
Other than the signatures on random noise, the protocol
achieves deniabiity by having the prover eventually release
what is essentially a ‘“sessionkey” a short while after the end
of t.he “session.” Therefore the weakened form of dcniability obtained is as follows: suppose that the prover is milling
to authenticate some sequence of messagesml, m2, . . . me.
Then for any verifier V’ there is a simulator that communicates with the above prover and produces a transcript that

3Note that if the adversary is e?rpected polynomial time, but
its running time has polynomially
bounded variance, then the
above analysis shows the simulation will also be expected polynomial time.
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la lndlatinguishable from the transcript obtained by V’ communicating with an authenticator willing to authenticate
this acquence, The above notion is satisfactory in that apart
from the fact that the prover authenticated some messages,
nd other information is leaked and no receipt is left vvith
the verifier. Thin relaxation allows us to obtain an efficient
protocol for the task.
In Protocol IV the function authk can be any keyed authentication function or MAC, such as DES. The important
property io that for a random L the adversary cannot guess
with non-negligible probability authk(m) given authr;(m’)
cvcn if m $ m’ are chosen by the adversary, provided k is
choacn at random and not known to the adversary. The signature function sign must be existentially unforgeable (see
[32] for deilnitions and [14, 191for efficient constructions).
‘I’ho protocol cnaures that (eventually) the session key used
will be shared by P and V. Note that V cannot check the
Stop 3 authentication until it receives rl in Step 4.
Protocol

IV: On-Line

Deniable Authentication

Uning Signatures
1, P-+V:C(r1)
2, V-+P:ra
3, P --c v : authr,@rl(rn)
4, P ---b V : sign(C(n) 0 rz), rl

Proof. S ti play a person-in-the-middle between the verifiers and the true prover. Following each Step 2 of a verifier
K the simulator S freeze5 A until it receives ri in Step 4 a5
well as the signature from the real prover. Once it has this
information S can compute auth,i@,;(.) for any message
and and V;: vvill accept the proof.
0
Remark 4.4 The use of timing can bepartially replaced by
employing moderately hard functions.
The security of Protocol V below is similar to that of
Protocol IV, however, it uses a non-malleable encryption
function E in place of a signature. Given the elegant and
extremely efficient non-malleable encryption scheme of [15],
based on the Decisional Difiie-HelIman assumption, this scheme
is also efficient.
Protocol V: On-Line Deniable Authentication
Using Non-Malleable
PKC
1. P --+ V : C(rl)
2. V 3
P : r2, E(r2 0 C(rl) 0 rs)
3. P -+ V : authrler,(m)
4. P --+ V: rs, rl
Timing Constraints: As in Protocol IV.
5

Timing Constraints: P delays Step 4 until more than p time
11~ clapsed on P’5 local clock since rz is received in Step 2.
V accept5 the authentication received in Step 3 only if it is
received within time a! on V’s local clock from when m is
acnt in Step 2. The adversary is constrained by the (a,@)
conntraint, Here the constraint is needed for the security of
60th partieo.

Recent Work

The existence of a Trusted Center considerably simplifies the
design and proof of many concurrent zero-kno\vledge arguments, including arguments for all of NP, without recourse to
timing. Dlvork and Sahai have designed a timing-based preprocessing to simulate the trusted center for the purposes of
achieving concurrent zero-knowledge [20]. Once a particular
prover and verifier have executed the preprocessing protocol,
any polynomial number of subsequent executions of a rich
class of protocols n6ll be concurrent zero-kno\vledge. Thus,
all use of timing is moved into a preprocessing phase, executed once for each (P,V) pair, whenever in real time they
choose to do it.

Theorem 4.2 Protocol IV is sound.
Proof, Let P’ try to impersonate P. Suppose P’ sends
0(r1) at time s in an interaction with a particular V. Eithcr C’(rr) appeared a5 a message sent in some previous
execution by the real P or not. If not, then P’ will with all
but negligible probability never get a signature from P on
a ntring lvith prefix C(rl). So aSsumesuch a messagewas
acnt by the real prover P, necessarily at some time before
a, (Thio allows u5 to concentrate on one particular execution and ignore all the rest.) Let V respond \vith rs at time
0’ > u, The only signature that V will accept at Step 4 is on
C(rr) 0 r2, a0 P’ must get from P a signature on C(rl) 0 r2.
Thio force0 P’ to send rz to P at some time 3” > 3’. But
then P will not release rl before s”+ the time for j3 to elapse
on P’a local clock, Without knowing rl, P’ cannot guess
autl~r,~r,(rn’) for any messagem’ other than the message
m thnt P authenticates with rr $ rs. Thus, the only mesoaga that P’ can authenticate to V vvith rl $ rz in a timely
fnnhion (by time a’+ the time for a to elapse on V’s local
clock) io the messagem authenticated by P. q
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